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Abstract: Environmental-related education has inherited the concepts of complexity and uncertainty
from environmental science. However, these concepts still refer to the environment as an “object”
that is separate from the knowing “subject,” and not as a phenomenon always inserted into a specific
context. With the aim of contributing to generating contextualized environmental knowledge, this
article explores the knowledge configuration itinerary regarding environmental issues that was
developed by vulnerable students in public secondary schools located in peripheral municipalities
of Santiago, Chile. The theoretical framework of complex thinking provides an epistemological
opportunity to “read” and understand environmental knowledge within a web of co-determined
spheres of social and community knowledge via the transition from “subjective understanding”
to “intersubjective knowledge.” The knowledge configuration itinerary regarding the environment
describes a transition from the sphere of the “self” towards an emplaced “us.” It was discussed that
the incorporation of place in education is not only a pedagogical means, but also functions as an axis
of meaning that highlights the multisemic nature of the environment in its different configurations.
It was concluded that an educational project relevant to a global community must be founded upon
those differences, as they provide opportunities for configuring knowledge as action and meaning.
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1. Introduction

Environmental education is a field of action and specific knowledge where a multiplicity of
cultural variables that influence educational practices has been highlighted. For instance, educational
theories, the relationships between teachers and students, the relationships between school and
society, and environmental ethics are recognized as key aspects that contribute to the development of
particular educational projects [1–7]. Recognizing this multiplicity of contextual factors, environmental
education research now portrays the educational phenomenon as an ongoing experience, rather than
one fragmented into specific disciplinary frameworks. However, this field of research has also been
the subject of strong criticism regarding the reduction of the complexity of its objects of inquiries
in ways that produce simplistic and thus almost meaningless conclusions [8–10]. Faced with this
reductionist tendency, the framework of complex thinking is understood as an epistemology that
considers knowledge as a set of relations and feedback, and not as the product of bilateral relations
between a neutral subject and a set of isolated objects. Knowledge is, in this way, a “weave” (complexus)
of emerging relationships.
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Morin formulated a paradigm of complexity in “The Method” [11] and aimed to generate the
appropriate epistemological conditions to produce intertwined knowledge based on which complex
metadisciplinary knowledge (savoir) could be generated, overcoming the idea of a single object of
knowledge. From this framework, the paradigm of complexity is nourished by a conjunction of
several principles, of which we highlight three key actions for the development of this paper: (1) to
situate the interpretation framework on local and global relations; (2) the irreversibility of time and the
need to integrate history into any possible description are recognized and integrated, and from such
descriptions “explanations” that are not reduced to mere causal relations are constructed; and, (3) the
impossibility of isolating and separating any “matter” or problem into basic units is recognized, and
the knowledge of any of its elements is related both to the whole and to the parts to which it belongs.

From this perspective of knowledge, phenomenology [12] contributes asserting the philosophical
demand to generate a theoretical and methodological shift from the traditional idea of the “object”,
understood as that which is in front of and independent of us, to the idea of the “phenomenon” of
which we are always a part of. The understanding of the phenomenon is always realized in context,
that is, in-the-world, and from the “facticity”, i.e., of the lived experiences (Lebenswelt) of space and
time. These are conceived as intersubjective experiences and not as a set of “things” that are external,
separable, and independent from the subject.

Specifically, in the case of disadvantaged schools in Chile, both theoretical frameworks facilitate
“reading” the implicit tensions of social phenomena by interpreting the itinerary in which environmental
knowledge is configured as a basis for understanding the interests and expectations of students. In the
current study, this was carried out through the initiatives and actions that the students themselves
developed during our research project.

From a phenomenological and complex thinking perspective, we wanted to include the interests
and expectations of students in the development of their own educational practices, and help in
the creation of educational approaches that contribute to making visible levels of configuration,
from the subjective to the intersubjective, with the aim of showing the dynamics of interrelations
between experiences at school and community. With this objective, complex thinking contributes as
epistemology, to understanding the action of knowing recursively, both in a given context and from its
own configurations of meaning. Consequently it is possible to understand the students’ knowledge in
relation to their environment as a global and emerging experience.

Based on the aforementioned theoretical background, this research aimed to contribute to the
understanding of the dynamic process of co-adaptation between the subjective and institutional views
that shape the environment. This is similar to what Güell [11] recognized as the growing tension in
modernity between social subjectivity as a principle of change as well as the tendency of institutions to
define their own rules, values, and objectives; open-endedness lies in the relationships and orientations
of complementarity among these factors (paragraph 14). From this view, each proposed epistemic
level—subjective, intersubjective, and operational—appears to be relevant, as they become mediations
and phases of themselves, and it allows the emergence of meanings and knowledge.

Therefore, the research question is not one that usually arises, referring knowing how educational
contexts are adapted to policies or a curriculum such as Education for Sustainable Development (ESD),
but rather, comes from the intersubjective configuration of meanings of the environment between
subjects and their relations with the world. The internationalized curriculum corresponds to one of
the spheres that mediate such configurations, and from this standpoint, it is possible to avoid the
opposition between local and global perspectives that are frequent in some current debates.

Recognizing the diversity of meanings that are given to the environment seems key to the task
of finding possibilities for intercultural dialogue considering the educational challenges faced by the
global environmental crisis. In relation to such tasks, Sund and Lysgaard [13] argued that research in
the field of environmental education requires overcoming the activist motto “take action now” and
giving due importance to reflection on the educational perspectives at stake [13] (p. 1612). From
our point of view, in order to contribute to the discussion of environmental citizenship that seeks to
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address this crisis from a global perspective, acknowledgment of the knowledge itinerary in its given
context is necessary as a first step to pluralize the senses of the environment and generate dialogues
that recognize difference as a fundamental principle.

The need to create opportunities for dialogue to articulate local perspectives in the framework
of transnational discussion is relevant for exploring various paths to sustainability. This requires an
understanding that the curricular orientations of ESD approaches, promoted by international agencies
such as UNESCO, contemplate a specific form of thinking locally [14], which is derived from a tradition
of environmental knowledge. However, there are many other forms to consider.

Following this line of thought, the purpose of this article is not to recreate a description of
Sustainable Development that allows us to act efficiently on a global scale, but to raise a relevant
educational question that allows us to approach the local dynamics at length, beginning by interpreting
the perspectives of students in a particular context and focusing on our intention to provide meaning
to an environment-related education project within that same context.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, the epistemological scope of the
theoretical–methodological framework is exposed in the frame of so-called complex thinking. Second,
the research questions and methods through which the research was carried out are presented. Third,
the itinerary is presented in the students’ own “words”, highlighting three categories that show the
transitions between different spheres of knowledge. Next, the article focuses on the relevance of the
place dimension that appears as an axis of meaning in the categories raised, discussing its pedagogical
potentialities and the construction of the contextualized educational perspectives of the environment.
Finally, the article concludes by affirming that considering a phenomenological and complex thinking
perspective of place-based environment knowledge itineraries brings new ways of understanding
the local–global relationship, by emphasizing the plurality of meanings of the environment as a
requirement for discussion in transnational educational circumstances.

2. Epistemological Perspectives of Complex Thinking

As far as the concept of complex thinking is concerned, it is necessary to make some distinctions
regarding the use of complexity terminology and some of the tensions generated by its use within and
outside of the educational field. According to this perspective, some of the contributions to complexity
are collected to clarify our purpose, and conceptual distances are established with other authors who
have used the theoretical framework of complexity in a “simple” manner [11].

The concept “complexity” has been used with different objectives and as an adjective (complex)
for different phenomena in the fields of hard, biological, and social sciences. In scientific tradition,
the framework of complexity has contributed to systems that work in open, far-from-equilibrium
dynamics, which are characterized by being non-linear, reflective, irreversible, and self-organized.
This theoretical framework contributes to the search for new methodologies that can address complex
systems in all their networks as well as emerging relations.

Authors such as Biesta, Osberg, Alhadeff-Jones, Rasmussen, Mason, Morrison, I’Anson, Gough,
Fenwick, Simons, Olssen, Gustafson, Davis, Sumara, Iftody, Trueit, and Doll, Jr., among other authors,
have “read” the field of education from the lenses of complexity. Biesta and Osberg [15] edited a
book whose objective was to explore the significance of complexity theory for education from the
point of view of policies of complexity, highlighting the fact that education has to do with the ways
of directing, structuring and evaluating human learning, where questions of value and power are
simply inevitable [15] (p. 1). These authors stress that questions about values and policies in the
field of education are not necessarily present in discussions related to complexity, especially in cases
where terminology derived from complex science is used without discretion to allude to multi-variable
problems with emergence properties.

Specifically, Biesta [16,17], Osberg and Biesta [15,18,19], and Gough [10,20] used the framework of
complexity as opposed to forms of reductionism derived from a mechanistic model that assumes linear
thinking. That model is characterized as oriented towards the development of a universal knowledge
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that implies the possibilities of control and predictability, as reflected by the inclusion in the model
of “inputs” (policy, curriculum, pedagogy) and “outputs” (learning), which can be measured using
the simplified logic of evidence-based learning [19] (p. 6). To visualize some of the epistemological
implications of these authors’ use of complexity in schooling, they indicated the following:

“A complexity inspired epistemology, we believe, brings forth a different way of thinking
about the organization of schooling, which is not another pedagogical version on the
representational–presentational spectrum.” [19] (p. 224)

Despite these authors sharing objectives and concerns in terms of providing different ways of
configuring knowledge and assessing differences, there are also conceptual distances in the way in
which each author understands complexity. In relation to the generative metaphors that complexity
science contributes to the educational field according to Biesta and Osberg [19], Gough [20] made
a pertinent distinction in proposing educational systems as self-organizing systems and affirming
that education is a system with this property (p. 4–5). He also stressed the importance of not
“‘elementarizing’ these characteristics to reduce them to the elements of yet another foundational model
in which education is (again) over-simplified and distorted”, and resisted the idea of understanding
complexity as a “new paradigm” for education (p. 4–5). He also emphasized the value of complexity
lenses in these terms:

“Reconceiving curriculum, teaching and learning in terms of emergence foregrounds the non-linear,
unpredictable and generative qualities of educational processes, and encourages us to value that which
is unexpected and/or beyond our control.” [20] (p. 1)

In the specific field of environmental education research, Wals and Rodela [21], Wals and
Corcoran [22], Wals et al. [23], Lotz-Sisitka et al. [24], and Wals et al. [25] used vocabulary derived from
complexity science to refer to sustainability issues. These environmental issues are characterized by
“high levels of complexity, ambiguity, controversy, and uncertainty both with respect to what is going
on and with respect to what needs to be done”, which also suggests that these properties pose new
challenges for thinking about learning and pedagogy from a transformative perspective [24](p. 73).
Lotz-Sisitka et al. [24] recognized that complexity science has previously questioned the way in which
environmental issues are formulated and was critical of how their use could lead to “miseducative”
arguments in relation to the aim of transformation towards sustainability. An example of this is
the growing use of the concept of “resilience”, which the authors discuss as a contribution to the
educational field, and in this sense, they reiterated the perspective of Gough [20] in cautioning against
reducing the educational phenomenon to the characteristics of complex systems.

The concept of “wicked problems” was coined to refer to emergent problems with nonlinear,
dynamic properties as “objects” of environmental education [23–26], and thus “complexity” has
been relegated to a “simple” version, an adjective of the environmental problems understood as
coupled social–ecological systems in the era of post-normal science and “risk society”. “Wicked
problems” are in their origin “issues highly resistant to resolution” [27], and in non-expert use, they
are frequently reduced to those problems whose “solution is difficult to identify” due to their “high
social complexity” [28].

With regard to learning and innovation, Wals, Lens, and Kupper [29] also worked through
knowledge configurations, exploring the aggregation of knowledge levels through cases studies to
understand “their key characteristics and the factors and guiding principles that contribute to their
success or lack thereof” (p. 2). By raising the perspective of “hybrid configurations of knowledge” and
“hybrid” learning, Stevenson at al. [23] sought to provide new types of learning that would enable,
among other achievements, intercultural learning (p. 544). This framework has the potential to foster
the imagination of other futures, but as long as it is framed within the usual contemporary questions of
education for success and standing from the input and output model, knowledge configurations seem
to be still “read” from a linear framework, which reduces the transformative potential of this proposal.
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While complexity science has advanced in terms of the knowledge of the structures of complex
systems and the development of methodologies for their understanding, complex thinking is considered
a method that makes it possible to describe knowledge networks, which, in the epistemological
field, has implications both in the domain of socio-environmental phenomena as well as for current
challenges in the field of education.

In line with these epistemological considerations and also searching for transformative practices,
González-Gaudiano [30] questioned the educational implication of complex thinking from the Latin
American context. He stated the necessity of constructing conceptual articulations that make it possible
to account for environmental complexity in relation to the epistemology on which environmental
knowledge is built and linked to positions of power as a condition to be able to construct educational
discourses suitable for specific contexts. Complexity is then necessary both for the dislocation of the
static points on which classical science has been sustained, and consequently, environmental education
based on facts of science. It is also important for the appropriation of an anti-essentialist project that
impacts the educational content “about” the environment. González-Gaudiano sought to summarize
these perspectives in the following statement, “the conditions for the possibility of an education for
our times, including environmental education, lie in the construction of open proposals, fractured
proposals that do not claim to be constituted in universals.” (p. 163).

The perspective of Gonzáles-Gaudiano [30] on complexity and its potential in the educational
field has foundations in the Latin American Environmental Thought, which, in turn, is an heir of the
critical pedagogy of Freire. Additionally, Enrique Leff, one of the main figures of the Latin American
Environmental Thought tradition, considers the environment as “an epistemological concept, as an
anchoring point outside the hegemonic system of the Universal. ( . . . ) It could not be a paradigm
that is absolutely external and untouched, but one that is forged in the territorialization of diversity,
difference and otherness, and in the cultural knowledge that inhabits the territories of the South.” [31]
(p. 2–3).

With regard to the environment, Leff’s position provides a different epistemological possibility,
making reference to a new configuration with historical and territorial backgrounds that highlights
difference and otherness as key concepts. From the South, we proposed complex thinking as a method
that seeks to understand environmental configurations from the narratives of students in specific and
significant contexts, such as their schools, neighborhoods, and cities. The objective then consisted of
highlighting the meanings of the environment as a condition of those (and other) transformations,
which suppose both a reformulation of the content of ”environment” as well as the way in which such
knowledge is configured. These transformations are part of the shared purpose of the authors in the
North and South who are investigating the links between environment and education with a view
towards social and environmental transformation, but also to an epistemological transgression that
considers the ethical and political dimensions of such problems and their current requirements.

3. Complex Thinking as a Method: Knowledge as an Intersubjective Experience

Complex thinking considers knowledge as embedded in “interwoven” networks and emerging
in the displacement between different levels of organization networks. At the same time, each of
these levels can be identified as “complex” as they are all interrelated, allowing their conditions and
contextualizing their limits [32].

For example, both the biological and social historical dimensions are part of the same network of
knowledge, which implies that an idea takes place or exists not only inside the “head”, as thought by
reason alone, but also in the lived body (Leib). With complex thinking, the main idea is to understand
that knowledge is not reduced to simple logical processes—whether inductive or deductive—but
that it exists and is expressed and conceived in a mutual relationship and in a dynamic and adaptive
intersubjective processes [33]. By understanding knowledge as an action, we recognize its dynamic
character, and with it, the possible emergence of new meanings as new possibilities for action based
on experiences.
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Now, this subject is no longer conceived as a thinking being (res cogitans) that is lonely and isolated
from its condition of “being-in-the-world”. Rather, there is a co-determination of the subject with
himself/herself, with others, and with the world. Under this perspective, being a subject is understood
as a plural experience of being-in-the-world, which means being in language, in history, and in life [34].

In the field of education, Davis and Sumara [35] proposed that the complexity approach provides
a form of understanding that considers the simultaneities of a subject that are not usually addressed
by other disciplinary discourses that have been adapted to refer to the educational phenomenon.
One of the contributions of this complexity approach is the nested imaginary, which allows one
to pay attention to both the subject-centered micro-perspective and the macro-perspective of the
collective knowledge system. The knowledge network can then be characterized as a convergent
dynamic between simultaneous phenomena, such as personal cognition, collective action, structures
and institutions, and socio-historical knowledge, where each of these complex units becomes flexible
and generative, allowing them to remain adjusted to changing and uncertain contexts in a permanent
flow (pp. 91–92). This view coincides with that of Castoriadis [36], who proposed the concept of
socio-historical knowledge production through the institution of society by its movements of adhesion,
support, consensus, legitimacy, and belief as well as coercion and sanctions (p. 11).

All phenomena and complex systems adapt, and in the language of complexity, learning is
understood as renegotiations between the perceived limits of individual knowledge and knowledge
conceived as a social and collective experience [35]. In this way, knowledge corresponds to the
continuous process through which the subject that knows and the knowledge itself are simultaneously
redefined in their mutual relationship (p. 27).

Then, the emergence of meaning arises from the self-organization that comes from the continuous
displacement and co-adaptation between levels of organization, where considering each phenomenon
in itself is as important as considering the conditions of its emergence. From the educational perspective,
this emergence can include motivation, enjoyment, cooperation, and collaborative activity [37] (p. 22).

In an effort to propose some levels of organization, phenomena, and co-adaptation in the
educational field, Davis and Simtt [38] provided a diagram comprised of several co-related knowledge
spheres. Between the sphere of subjective understanding and the sphere of socio-intersubjective
knowledge, as we renamed it, there is the sphere of the collective classroom and the sphere that
represents the curriculum or educational policy (Figure 1, adapted from Davis and Simtt [38] p. 296).

Based on the same interpretation, Davis and Sumara [35] also suggested that the outer spheres
have been less challenged in educational research, whereas the inner spheres are seen as relatively easy
to influence. Given these expectations, teaching is usually considered to involve the adaptation of
personal understanding to established knowledge standards, ignoring the dynamic activity that is
implied by the various spheres represented in the diagram (p. 91).

The nested spheres diagram implies co-determination, which does not include hierarchy or
closure between the spheres. Under this framework, the spheres are not considered parts of an already
determined whole, but rather, they are used to represent levels that facilitate the description of the
proposed configuration.

The spheres themselves and the transitions between them imply the emergence of knowledge
and meaning. The authors point out that complexity emphasizes the process of activating potentials
in different spheres, which can help to trigger emergency processes involving more sophisticated
possibilities of action. In this way, complexity allows us to approach learning as an intersubjective
phenomenon where different levels intervene and interact. This served as a guide to understand the
emergence of meaning throughout the conversations we had with students during this research.
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4. Questions and Methodology

The purpose of this research was to unveil the dynamics of environmental-related knowledge
configurations based on the experiences of disadvantaged young Chileans by interpreting the
aspects revealed in the discussion concerning the students’ perspectives on environmental issues and
Climate Change.

The discussions among students were carried out within the framework of the international
project “Youth and Climate Change” [39] which encourages students to interpret their environmental
problems and address them using project-based methodology. In that process, student proposals
emerged on different scales and were shared with school children from 20 countries.

The students who participated in this research were between 16 and 18 years old and attended
public high schools in different peripheral municipalities of Santiago, Chile. In each school, discussion
groups with six to eight participants were guided by a moderator who posed the following open
questions: How does your community, school, family, neighborhood, and city experience and perceive
Climate Change? What environmental problems affect them? How can we face these problems? What
are the alternatives to address them?

Some of the students were participants in environmental brigades during and after school hours.
All of the schools followed the national curriculum, which emphasizes Education for Sustainable
Development through the National Policy of Education for Sustainable Development [40].

The discussions among students were interpreted through non-discrete categories that highlighted
different moments that recognize the interactions and transitions between the subjective, intersubjective,
and operational knowledge spheres of the socio-historical nature proposed by Davis and Sumara [35].
These transitions were interpreted as configurations of meaning and environmental knowledge that
students are able to express from their “lived experience” at school.

In this study, the students’ experiences were not fragmented by particular disciplinary
epistemological and methodological frameworks, but rather, they were approached from a general
yet concrete framework. Therefore, the design allowed us to make methodological decisions with
relevance, since it is the method that manifests an epistemological way of inquiry that contextualizes
the investigation techniques, and not the techniques that reduce the method to the results of its simple
application [11].
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Under this framework, the proposed categories were used to interpret (“read”) the transversality
of the dimension of place based on the intersubjective and social experiences of the students in their
own context.

5. The Voices of the Students: Environmental Knowledge Configurations

Understanding and interpreting the discussions among students allowed us to explore the roads
they travel in the configuration of knowledge, in this case, driven by reference to the environment.

The categories presented here are not empirical examples of a specific content, but rather, are
descriptions of complex knowledge that is “interwoven” in students’ own experiences and in their
perceptions of the world in which they live. This sinuous, fragmented, and often interrupted path is
fundamentally articulated by the method that underpins complex thinking. This “thinking”, contrary to
a simple analytical methodology, supposes an interpretation, a “reading” in an attempt to “listen” to
even that which is not explicit in such knowledge experiences. Specifically, in this article, we propose a
description of this itinerary using the theoretical–methodological contribution proposed by Davis and
Simtt [38].

The first category is called “starting with oneself ”, where students give meaning to the environment
in reference to actions at the individual level. In the second category, “construction of us”, the transition
is from the first sphere of subjective understanding to the intersubjective sphere of us in the classroom,
school, and community, thus extending the limits of the environment configuration to collective action.
A third level is recognized—always in relation to the first two—where it is possible to highlight the
contribution of operational knowledge in this network, which in this specific case, was based on the
concept of Climate Change exposed in the school curriculum. As a whole, the dynamic interactions of
all of these levels is part of the knowledge itinerary configuration of the social and historical knowledge
related to the environment, as revealed in this research.

5.1. “Starting with Oneself”, the Understanding of Oneself and the “Other”

While interpreting the dynamics of the discussion groups concerning environmental issues, we
observed a first stage that we called “starting with oneself ”. In this phase, students expressed their
opinions from the “individual” context based on experiences in their own communities and developed
a configuration of meaning characterized by the distance between the self and the “other”. In this
category, the understanding of the “self” is not an understanding of the individual, since the individual
along with the “Other” belong to the same constitution of meaning and the same hermeneutical circuit
of meaning [41].

This subjective and self-understanding, together with the ensuing awareness and action, is what
allows young people to establish their positions with respect to a diverse group of others, as shown by
the following quote:

“I find that first, if we want to change people, we have to start by changing ourselves. Instead of using
words or speaking eloquently, we have to practice what we preach, because there is a big difference in
walking the walk, and that starts with ourselves . . . ”

The participants spoke from themselves, and from a space that was their own and in which they
lived, about their views and appropriations of the environment. From that level, meanings arose that
were validated as catalysts of change in others, thus seeking to motivate them to carry out joint actions:

“ . . . for example, if I want to see something nice in my house . . . I can help by putting plants in
flowerpots, so when people come over and see this they go ‘this house is pretty!’ . . . and people start
gradually realizing who makes the difference, and then others realize the same.”

Instead of individualizing experiences, in this category, it is possible to see the transition from
subjectivity (self ) to the expression of socio-historical knowledge shared with others who inhabit it
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in a process of intersubjective configuration of the environment. The self and the Other—or oneself
as another, as Ricoeur would say—are not opposites, but they are not the same either. The idea of
transition emphasizes the interplay between these two, which involves subjective tensions, and at the
same time, acts as an interpretative key to intersubjective action and knowledge [41].

5.2. Intersubjectivity, the Construction of the “Us”

At this specific level, there is a transition from “I” to “us”, where a sense of community emerges
and it can be characterized as a unit in action and in purpose. In this phase, students moved away
from the subjective point of view to include others who also inhabited the school in the development
of a community environmental project.

“We should start by raising awareness in young children, well in everyone, raising awareness from
our experience or maybe inviting older children . . . who can help us, especially [those] who have a
more critical thinking . . . ”

One of the proposals that we observed in this phase was the sharing of knowledge and experiences
with others by inviting them to participate in a collective process. The students proposed that awareness
could be raised through critical reflection and by encouraging discussion among peers with a view
to expanding alternatives. Debate and critical reflection were proposed as tools, emphasizing that
the dynamic and adaptive interaction between this sphere and the previous one gives meaning to
community actions regarding the environment.

“We have to debate and everyone should provide their point of view. Then we combine everything and
reach a conclusion that everyone agrees on.”

From these new shared meanings, an “us” began to consolidate, in which actions that respond to
common objectives and proposals are explored; hence, negotiations are undertaken and a common
view is shared. This new unit, always nourished by subjective understanding, is in simultaneous
dynamic interaction with other spheres of knowledge such as educational policy, which contribute
concepts and views with which they co-relate and adapt by configuring new meanings that transcend
the boundaries of the school.

“We need to take action not only in school, but in the community, because we can see there is more
and more construction . . . and Santiago already reaches the highway, so we have to make sure our
community has a plaza, and we care for that plaza . . . ”

Davis and Sumara [35] proposed an intermediate sphere of “intersubjectivity in the classroom”,
which we expanded in this research by adding the experiences outside of school where students give
meaning to the environment (Figure 1). While students shape and extend a common place with others,
causing the expansion of “us”, other social actors become relevant in their shared configuration itinerary.

“Yesterday we went to a meeting at the municipality . . . they made a matrix, for example: green areas,
cleaning, education, infestations and . . . on the other side they put the solutions. Yesterday we went
to present solutions to these problems. The president of the environment [committee at school], the
director, teachers from all the schools in the municipality and a student of the commission of each
school attended. It went well.”

In this case, students recounted their involvement in a participatory process on a local scale,
which favored their own recognition as active social beings beyond the limits of the school. In these
experiences with new “others”, they gained new perspectives for action, and also new concepts such
as “green areas” and “infestations”, which acquire meaning in the intersubjective experience with
other local actors and are based on common problems.
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However, not all experiences outside of school triggered feelings of satisfaction in students,
so events that acquired meaning as experiences of exclusion and frustration appeared in the
discussion: “If we go out and voice our concerns about the environment, they don’t listen. Why?
Because we are young and we don’t know what we’re doing . . . so it’s complicated to go out and think
differently.”

In this way, new meanings emerge that necessarily transcend operational knowledge “about the
environment”, and relations that constitute learning that surpass the distinction between the subject
that knows and knowledge itself.

5.3. Operational Knowledge

In this third category, we sought to interpret the interaction of the spheres already raised by Davis
and Sumara [35] and the contribution of the international curricular discourse present in the Chilean
curriculum through concepts such as Climate Change. Operational knowledge is indeed social and
historical, and in this context, represents the educational and social objectives that a particular society
seeks to achieve (explicitly or implicitly).

Although students did not spontaneously mention the concept of Climate Change in the discussion,
the moderator insisted on mentioning it.

Moderator: “What do you think climate change is?” . . .

( . . . )

Juan: “The water droughts, the fires that are also happening because of trees being planted, the toxic
[waste] . . . I think climate change is half and half, we caused it, wrongfully or unconsciously, and it is
also due to natural changes, so it is like a circle.“

Vilma: “ . . . also the view of the Chilean government on climate change . . . the issue with the forest
companies, they [the government] see it [climate change] as a simple change, something that must
clearly happen . . . but the forest companies also contribute to climate change.”

Francisco: “Because of the drought.”

Vilma: “Yes, that is one of the things that the forest companies cause, the degradation of the soil, when
cutting a whole native forest there is a change in the climate, there is also a change in the population
there.”

Ana: “Also in species . . . ”

In this discussion among students, we observed that when introducing the perspective of Climate
Change, there was a series of specific relations and concepts used that involved environmental
operational language (toxic, drought, population, soil degradation, cutting of forest, native forest). The
use of these concepts, also present in the curriculum, made references to environmental dynamics
possible, at least for some students. Phenomena such as Climate Change and its incorporation
into the educational policy, allowed them to recognize interrelations that went beyond their daily
experience, which encouraged links with phenomena on larger scales. However, these references
are not consolidated as knowledge (understood as possibilities for action) until they are re-linked to
their common everyday experience, from which a process of reflection for action begins, which is
fundamental for the emergence of alternatives to the crisis.

“I don’t think there’s a short-term solution . . . but rather a long-term one. What is the point of
someone coming to give you a lecture, of someone trying to raise your awareness, if in the end what
makes a difference are the actions you take.”

Again, action constituted the difference between the discourse and the possibilities of contributing
to the (posed) problem of Climate Change. From our complex “reading” of the students’ narratives and
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their particular itinerary, environmental knowledge was configured through intersubjective dynamics
that have place as a condition of the possibility of collective action. Place appears as a condition of
knowing as a whole and also in its “weave” (complexus), rather than as the idea of a structure with a
static identity or one that is reduced to a single content or definition.

6. Discussion: The Emergence of Place as a Plural Axis of Meaning

Considering that environmental knowledge acquires meaning for students through place, it seems
important to briefly distinguish our understanding of place with respect to other proposals in the
educational field.

The discussion about place in the field of environmental education has an important background in
multiple fields, including philosophy, psychology, critical theory, anthropology, and cultural geography.
Specifically, there have been proposals of place-based education [42,43], situated pedagogy [44],
place-based perceptual ecology [45], critical pedagogy of place [46–48], and critical theory of
place-conscious education [47]. The perspectives of place that underlie these educational proposals
have received diverse influences from the phenomenology approach of Heiddeger and Merleau-Ponty
through the humanistic geography of Relph [49] and Tuan [50–52], among others authors.

In line with the objective of this paper, we highlight the contribution of the critical theory
of place-conscious education [47] as it seeks to contribute to a culturally-responsive theory of
environmental education by recognizing its distance from diverse practices of place-based education that
have been instrumentalized to achieve outcomes associated with traditional schooling while silencing
its political content (p. 95). For her part, McKenzie [53], influenced both by phenomenology and by
a comprehension of place as a process—as proposed by Massey [54]—concentrated on pedagogical
experiences and proposed other “places of pedagogy”, highlighting learning “as taking place in
between the thought and the sensed via a range of intersubjective experiences” [53] (p. 361). For
McKenzie [53], “place” is the place of learning, so she proposed that the “where” of learning may occur
in “particular physical places, but can also be in and of experiences of friendship, art, literature, irony,
cultural difference, community.” (p. 361). In this way, she challenged educational objectives beyond
“awareness” and “deeper connection to place” and emphasized others such as learning and cultural
training from the collective commitment of the students.

From this perspective, place loses its central category as a noun, which is still present in the
formulation of Gruenewald, according to whom places are profoundly pedagogical [46], and the focus
is placed on “where” intersubjective learning takes place. All learning experiences have place as a
condition, in a process where it is produced and producing.

Hence, by re-interpreting the students’ discussions from the perspective of complex thinking, we
observed relationships that indistinctly intertwined spheres of knowledge and actions. When students
were encouraged to discuss their perspectives on the environment, these were expressed particularly
in terms of the intersubjective experience of place, which manifests itself both as a condition and as a
“product” generated from the relationships of “lived space”.

Place is, thus, the space that students inhabit and the space of a communitarian “us”, where
their questions, desires, and proposals are expressed, and where they formulate their possibilities.
According to Tuan, the distinction between space and place is correlated: “If space is what allows
movement, then place is pause, each pause in the movement makes it possible for location to become
place” [50] (p. 6). It is in this movement, and especially in the condition of possibility, where the
environment acquires meaning through the intersubjective experiences of the students. Along this
same line, for Relph [49], consciousness is not only about something, but something in its place.

Following this line of argument, place is not only relevant to the configuration of environmental
knowledge, but is a dimension that questions the dualities of human being–nature, subject–object, and
with it the essentialist paradigm, which directly impacts the school institution as it has been conceived
until today in the West.
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The hierarchies inside and outside the school are also tested as well as their usual times
and spaces. This deconstructs the traditional structure of disciplinary knowledge, which in the
contingency and practice of doing so requires the integration of knowledge and actions. As the students
themselves acknowledged:

“ . . . everything goes hand in hand: home, the school, the culture, the arts, everything contributes to
shaping a cultured person, someone who knows not to throw garbage, who knows the environment has
to be cared for . . . I think everything is connected”.

According to the students’ voice, environmental knowledge allows more than one rationality. It is
not only based on the facts of science, neither is it necessarily linked to pro-environmental attitudes
derived from normative approaches to environmental education, nor is it just a product of a constructive
process of the accumulation of experiences on the part of the individual in their environment. In this
sense, the meanings of the environment include both those of the phenomenon and the socio-historical
conditions of its emergence.

The configuration of place from the students’ perspective not only refers to the essence of the
being-in-the-world in general, but also to the emplaced us, from where the question of the becoming of
place emerges, giving meaning to the complementarity between the subject and the world, and opening
the possibilities for action.

Through their particular place, students showed a critical view and a desire for transformation,
appropriation, and projection, which seems suggestive when national statistics show that 85% of
the young population of low socioeconomic status are hardly or not at all interested in politics [55].
However, the students who participated in this research did not cease to pose questions and possibilities.
Place is thus a key dimension of meaning, action, and transformation, as stated in the following quote:

“ . . . they are building a school near my house, and ( . . . ) sometimes I wonder what I would build in
that school?”

Therefore, place is also the condition for possibilities and dreams. A way of interpreting the
place-related environmental configurations included in this article is the proposal of “environment
as potential” [56]. From his experience in different contexts, Sauvé [5,56] discussed environmental
perspectives, among which the environment as a “community project stands out as relevant and
emphasized as the place where we are involved”. Place is also a political concern of the community as
well as the focus of critical analysis, where evolution requires a supportive and democratic attitude [56]
(p. 13). These characteristics are different from other environmental perspectives that consider the
environment as nature, resources, or in terms of its problematic character [56] and involve other
meanings rooted in other experiences, which undoubtedly also contribute to the configuration of
knowledge presented in this article from what we have called the sphere of operational knowledge.

Furthermore, an appropriate contribution that facilitates interpretation from the socio-historical
context is the critical pedagogy of Paulo Freire, which has been one of the pillars of environment-related
education and the Latin American Environmental Thought, as he proposed a powerful link between
education and social problems. The critical pedagogy of Paulo Freire intends to respond to the realities
in which students and workers are situated [57], linking knowledge, understanding, experience, school,
and the environment in a collective and supportive school climate [58]. However, in the Chilean
context, the tradition originated in the 1960s that links environmental education with the resolution
of social problems at the local community level, is undervalued in the new educational framework
proposals [59,60].

Reading the perspectives of students in their historical and social contexts allowed us to make
some comments. The project of place that students actively seek to build is a project with open
objectives. The search is not necessarily to respond to “environmental issues”, as already established by
environmental science or social scientists, but to consider place as a fundamental condition to “rehearse
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other ways of thinking-feeling-acting” [31] (paragraph 60) that are not always valued in traditional
educational contexts marked by accountability.

With place as the axis of meaning, the politics of place involve explicitly asking about the construction
of that place [61], since, as posed by McKenzie [53], “The ‘where’ of the who of the subject that comes to
education, cannot be assumed or fully anticipated, and is certainly critical in the learning that takes place
there.” (p. 369). Following these perspectives, a version of place as a condition of being-in-the-world
is complemented by a framework that recognizes the relevance of differences, making it possible to
consider different dimensions of place in the formulation of educational projects for the global scale.

7. The Environment in Its Diverse and Plural Dimensions

In this journey, which included using a method to “read” the configuration of environmental
knowledge in a specific context, and whose contribution is a perspective that highlights place as a
dimension of meaning in its intersubjective configuration, we reflect on the challenge of “Global
Education”. It seems to us that this can occur only through the possibility of recovering place from its
usual problematic conceptualization of being tied to a chain of static, closed, and immobile meanings
to unite it with other perspectives related to openness, heterogeneity, and life, which reconnect and
include place in the new conceptualizations of politics and the political [54] (p. 19). Challenging
the limits and permanence of place makes it possible to think about the challenge of global projects,
which involves recognizing knowledge as a “weave”, always in context, and place, conceived as a plural
experience of meaning and embodied in different projects of place that, as a whole, can constitute a
“unique assemblage” [62] without forgetting the “materiality” of the meeting points overlaid onto real
bodies and geographies [63] (p. 216).

Problematically, thinking globally is a concept that has circulated in the field of environmental
education for decades and remains poorly theorized and examined [14] (p. 54). Gough [14] suggested
that if the curriculum raises consensus regarding the environment and assumes that we can make
sense of it transculturally by proposing a “universal ‘we’” in the face of global environmental problems
and their solutions, it runs the risk of remaining peripheral and losing its ability to contribute elements
to the configuration of meaning. The contribution of the international environmental discourse should
not be minimized, since, for example, the concept of Sustainable Development can contribute to
configure different approaches to the link between development and sustainability through local and
global perspectives [14].

The question that arises is how educational projects are able to appreciate the plurality of the
dimensions of meaning offered by place. The configuration of meanings on a global scale involves
expanding intersubjectivity to wider communities and therefore, other experiences and traditions
of knowledge, challenging the configuration of another place, and at the same time, the educational
possibilities of a new space to give meaning to.

With the aim of giving value to both what was expressed and what was not made explicit by the
students, we consider it important to highlight that even though the students were directly asked to
share their views on “Climate Change”, the references to this concept were very sporadic, and during
the discussions, there were no mentions from the students of concepts such as “sustainability” or
“sustainable development”. In this sense, these concepts associated with the global environmental
discourse, which are part of the Education for Sustainable Development curriculum promoted by
UNESCO and at the local level by the National Policy of Education for Sustainable Development [40],
do not seem to have acquired a dynamic that highlights them as axes of meaning yet. A possible
interpretation is that these concepts are not yet part of the project of place held by the students today,
which are closely related to the axes of meaning that have developed in traditional environmental
education in our country, characterized by the resolution of social problems at the local and community
levels [60].

It is worth clarifying that our interpretation does not deny the existence of Climate Change in the
local context, but rather, aims to highlight the configurations that account for this phenomenon from a
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localized perspective, configured in the dynamic processes between different spheres of knowledge
through which meaning emerges and with it, alternatives for action emerges.

In highlighting the value of place, Relph [49] provided the concept of placelessness, which is
defined as “the casual eradication of distinctive places and the making of standardized landscapes
that results from an insensitivity to the significance of place.” [49] (p. ii). In the context of the
educational field, Gruenewald [46] proposed that denying the specificity of place would have a high
pedagogical impact by obscuring the relations between place, culture, and education; freeing people
from their responsibilities as builders of place; and legitimizing the ideologies behind the construction
of places [46] (p. 628). According to our framework, the denial of place would deny the capacity of the
subject to act due to the lack of shared meaning. This is not to say that students are disconnected from
place, quite the opposite, it is, for instance, the national and international educational policy needs to
recognize the specific configuration of each place, not only from a rhetorical perspective but from the
intersubjectivities that allow the becoming of place. The preeminence of place as a plural axis of meaning
allows us to understand the real challenges posed by environment-related education, where place (as
“lived space”) needs to be considered as a fundamental dimension of the educational experience.

Conceiving environmental knowledge as an interconnected web is an essential point of departure
for democratic discussions that value differences in local environmental perspectives. Those differences
constitute diverse knowledge configuration itineraries regarding environmental issues that adapt
through interrelation with a new level of “global” intersubjectivity that emerges in democratic
discussion and expresses the desires, challenges, and utopias of a common future. A contribution
to this perspective comes from Latin American Environmental Thought, where many important
perspectives in relation to environmental knowledge have been highlighted as it is considered as
dialogue of knowledge in the same construction of environmental complexity that “ . . . emerges in the
proliferation and the crossing of identities ( . . . ), it is the opening of the being constituted by its history towards
the unprecedented and the unexpected; towards an utopia rooted in the being and in the real, built from the
potentials of nature and the senses of culture.” [64] (paragraph 31). Within that framework, we therefore
argue that global education projects must be structured upon differences, as it is in those differences
that the possibility of generating knowledge as action and as meaning is found.

Fortunately, today, it is possible to recognize educational practices that seek to generate conditions
for democratic discussion at a global level, where place is described from students’ voices as a
horizon of meaning on a scale greater than that of the school and the local community itself. These
transgressive practices allow us to configure meanings in an extended community and to incorporate
other experiences into a common revisited experience, where identities move towards the uncertain in
the recognition of shared utopias.
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